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Figure C1. Graph of Total Alkalinity vs. Time for the PrairiEf Creek Site-May.
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Figure C60. Graph.of Transparency vs. Time for the Prairie Creek Site-Dec.
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Figure 03. Graph of Total Alkalinity vs. lime for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 05. Graph of Biochemical Oxygen Demand vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figure 022. Graph of Reservoir Depth V5. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 023. Graph of Reservoir Depth VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figure 024. Graph of Reservoir Depth V5. Time for the H...ty12 Site-Dec.
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Figure D33. Graph of Fecal Coliform vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 034. Graph of Total Hardness VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 039. Graph of Calcium VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 040. Graph of Dissolved Calcium vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 043. Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 044. Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
















































Figure 046. Graph of Noncarbonate Hardness VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 047. Graph of Noncarbonate Hardness VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figure 049. Graph of Aluminum VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 050. Graph of Aluminum vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figure 060. Graph of Copper vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 063. Graph of Iron VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 064. Graph of Lead VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure 075. Graph of Nickel VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 089. Graph of Organic Nitrogen VS. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figu!e 095. Graph of Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen vs. 1ime for the Hwy12 Site-Aug.
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Figure 0105. Graph of Total Phosphorous vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-Dec.
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Figure 0106. Graph of Orthophosphate vs. Time for the Hwy12 Site-May.
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Figure E1. Graph of Total .y vs. Time for the Monte,Ne Site-May.
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Figure E4. Graph of B














































Figure E9. Graph of Chlorophyll a vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Dec.
Figure Ea. Graph of Chlorophyll a vs. Time for the


















Figure E12. Graph of Chlorophyll b VS. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Dec.
Figure E11. Graph of -Chlorophyll b VS. Time for the Monte Ne Siie-Aug
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Figure E17. Graph of Conductivity vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Aug.
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Figure E16. Graph of Conductivity vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May.
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Figure E19. Graph of Reservoir Depth vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May.
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Figure E23. Graph of Dissolved Oxygen vs. 1ime for the Monte Ne Site-Aug.
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Figure E25. Graph of Dissolved Oxygen vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May
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Figure E30. Graph of Fecal Colifoml vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Dec.
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Graph of Total Hardness vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May
Graph of Total Hardness VS. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Aug.
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Figure E36. Graph of Calcium VS. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Dec.
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Graph of Dissolved Calcium vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May.
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Graph of Dissolved Calcium vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Aug
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Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. nme for the Monte Ne Site-Aug.
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Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Dec.
Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May.
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Figure E46. Graph of pH VS. Time for the Monte Ne Site-May.
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Figure E49. Graph of Total P.
Figure ESQ. Graph of Total Phot
Figure E51. Graph of Total
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Figure E53. Graph of 9rthophosphate Ys. Time for the Monte Ne Site-Aug
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Figure F16. Graph of Conductivity vs. Time for the War Eagle Site-May.
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.Figure F47. Graph.of pH VS. Time for the War Eagle Site-Aug.
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Figure G34. Graph of Total Hardness VS. Time for the Goshen Site-May.
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Figure G46. Graph of Noncarbonate Hardness vs. Time for the Goshen Site-May.
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Figure G56. Graph of Chromium vs. Time for the Goshen Site-Aug.
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Figure G100. Graph of pH vs. Time for the Goshen Site-May.
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.Figure G1 01. Graph of pH vs. Time for the Goshen Site-Aug.
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Figure G112. Graph of Sulfate vs. Time for the Goshen Site-May.
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Fi.Qure H77. Graph of Zinc vs. Time for the Avoca Site-Aug.
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Figur~ 15. Graph of Biochemical Oxygen Demand VS. lime for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure 122. Graph of Reservoir Depth vs. Time for the Rogers Site-May.
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Figure 123. Graph of Reservoir Depth VS. Time for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure 133. Graph of Fecal Coliform VS. Time for the Rogers Site-Dec.
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Figure 143. Graph of Dissolved Magnesium vs. Time for the Rogers Site-May.
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Figur~ 146. Graph of Noncarbonate Hardness Ys. Time for the Rogers Site-May.
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Figure 147. Graph of No~carbonate Hardness vs. Time for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure 156. Graph of Chromium VS. Time for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure 166. Graph of Lead vs. 1ime for the Rogers Site-Dec.
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Figure 178. Graph of Potassium vs. Time for the Rogers Site-Dec.
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Figure 181. Graph of Zinc vs. Time for the Rogers Site-Dec.
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figure 189. Graph of. Organic Nitrogen YS. Time for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure 195. Graph of To!aI Kjeldahl Nitrogen YS. lime for the Rogers Site-Aug.
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Figure J44. Graph of Total Phosphorous vs. Time for the Hwy68 Site-May.
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Figure K54. Graph of Turbidity VS. Time for the Richland Creek Site-Dec.
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